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Abstract

Date:
The rise of Big Data analytics and urban Time:
informatics has led to increasing interest in Venue:

gathering useful real time data in urban systems.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are a
technology that is gathering momentum as a viable
mobile sensor for both routine data collection and
emergency response operations. Managing groups
of UAVs, or drones, presents a host of challenges
related to balancing energy and data storage. This
talk begins with a presentation of our earlier work
developing a middleware solution to managing
drone swarms for urban sensing. It then provides a
preview of our ongoing work which is motivated by
recent natural disasters and wildfires, which we
believe present a more realistic framework for
deployment of these swarms. While deploying
drone swarms for emergency response can avoid
some of the air traffic control issues which will
prevent near term large scale deployment in urban
areas, emergency response operations have their
own air traffic needs (for air tankers and helicopters
for example) which will require careful
coordination with and between public agencies.
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